
On the sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft in Mandarin Chinese 

 

Introduction: The shi…de focus construction in Mandarin Chinese has two distinct functions (cf. 

Paul & Whitman 2008). First, it can convey a propositional assertion, as illustrated by (1). In (1) the 

entire proposition is being strongly asserted, but no particular constituent is singled out for focus, 

which can be interpreted as “it is the case that…” Second, the shi…de construction can be used to 

construct adjunct focus cleft (2a) and subject focus cleft (2b). This paper is concerned with the 

syntax and interpretation of the sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft. First, I present new 

empirical evidence that the temporal interpretation of a shi…de focus cleft is sensitive to the telicity 

of the predicate in the sentence. Second, I propose a cartographic analysis of the sentence-final de 

based on a three-layered split CP system. 

 

The temporal property of de: The sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft has been noted to be 

associated with a default past time interpretation even in the absence of any past time temporal 

adverb (3). The default past time interpretation in the shi…de focus cleft can be overridden by the 

co-occurrence of future-oriented temporal adverbs and modals such as hui/yao “will” (4) (see also 

Simpson & Wu 2002). Note that the modals hui/yao “will” are indispensible for the non-past 

interpretation in (4), and the future-oriented temporal adverb mingtian “tomorrow” alone cannot 

license a non-past interpretation (5). However, the shi…de focus cleft in (6) presents a puzzle 

because the presence of the future-oriented temporal adverb mingtian “tomorrow” alone can 

override the default past time interpretation, in contrast to (5). Previous analyses of the default past 

time interpretation associated with the sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft cannot explain the 

striking contrast between (5) and (6) (see Ross 1983; Simpson & Wu 2002). In this paper, I suggest 

that the difference between (5) and (6) relates to the aktionsart of the predicate in the sentence. 

Specifically, I claim that the temporal interpretation of a shi…de focus cleft is sensitive to the 

telicity of the predicate in the sentence. For example, when the predicate is telic like wancheng 

gongzuo “finish the work” as in (5), the shi…de focus cleft has a past time interpretation and the 

future-oriented temporal adverb alone cannot override it. However, when the predicate is atelic like 

kaishi gongzuo “start the work” as in (6), the sentence does not have a past time interpretation and 

the future-oriented temporal adverb alone is able to override the default past time interpretation 

associated with the sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft. 

 

The cartographic structure of de: Traditionally, Chinese sentence final particles have been 

categorized into three distributional classes (e.g., Zhu 1982). Given that the relative order of the 

three distributional classes is rigid, and the particles in each class are in complementary distribution, 

Paul (2014) proposes that the three distributional classes of Chinese sentence final particles 

instantiate a three-layered split CP, which can be recast as [ [ [ TP Clow ] Cforce ] Cattitude ]. In this 

paper, assuming that the sentence-final de in the shi…de focus cleft is a sentence final particle 

(contra the “modification marker” analysis), I propose that de is a Clow head of a three-layered split 

CP à la Rizzi (1997) and Paul (2014). As a Clow head, the sentence-final de should precede Cforce 

head (=ma, ba, …) and Cattitude head (=ou, ya, …), and this prediction is borne out, as shown in (7) 

and (8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples 

 

(1) shi…de propositional assertion 

a.  Zhangsan   shi   kai   wanxiao   de. 

 Zhangsan   SHI open joke         DE 

 ‘(It is the case that) Zhangsan was joking.’ 

 
b.  Zhangsan   shi   xihuan   ni    de. 

 Zhangsan   SHI  like        2sg DE 

 ‘(It is the case that) Zhangsan likes you.’ 

 
 

(2) shi…de focus cleft 

a.  Zhangsan   shi   [gen   ni]F   kai    wanxiao   de. 

 Zhangsan   SHI   with 2sg    open joke          DE 

 ‘It was with you that Zhangsan was joking.’ 

 

 

b.  Shi  [Zhangsan]F   gen   ni   kai    wanxiao   de. 

 SHI   Zhangsan      with 2sg open joke          DE 

 ‘It was Zhangsan who was joking with you.’ 

 

(3) Zhangsan   shi   gen   Lisi   yiqi        wancheng   gongzuo   de. 

Zhangsan   SHI  with Lisi   together finish          work         DE 

‘It was with Lisi that Zhangsan finished the work.’ 

 

(4) Mingtian   Zhangsan   shi   hui/yao   gen   Lisi   yiqi        wancheng   gongzuo   de. 

tomorrow  Zhangsan   SHI will         with  Lisi   together finish          work         DE 

‘It is with Lisi that Zhangsan will finish the work tomorrow.’ 

 

(5) *Mingtian   Zhangsan   shi   gen   Lisi   yiqi       wancheng   gongzuo   de. 

tomorrow  Zhangsan   SHI  with Lisi   together finish         work         DE 

Intended  ‘It is with Lisi that Zhangsan will finish the work tomorrow.’ 

 

(6) Mingtian   Zhangsan   shi   gen   Lisi   yiqi        kaishi   gongzuo   de. 

tomorrow  Zhangsan   SHI with  Lisi   together start      work        DE 

‘It is with Lisi that Zhangsan will start the work tomorrow.’ 

 

(7) [CP(force) [CP(low) [TP Zhangsan   shi   gen   ni   kai    wanxiao]   de]   ma]? 

                             Zhangsan   SHI with  2sg open joke           Clow   Cforce 

‘Was Zhangsan joking with you?’ 

 

(8) [CP(attitude) [CP(low) [TP Zhangsan   shi   gen   ni   kai   wanxiao]   de]   ya]! 

                                Zhangsan  SHI  with 2sg open joke          Clow   Cattitude 

‘Zhangsan was joking with you! (I did not expect that, so astonished)’ 
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